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Maybe you’re the �irst in your family to attend college? Perhaps, you are the �irst to own

a company or climb the corporate ladder…..or maybe you had successful parents and

knew you wanted to live beyond what they attained or to equal it, so you would be

accepted. The interesting part is that none of this may be consciously clear to you. For

you may have just felt you were an action taker, knowing risks were part of the package.

You are a successful individual

according to society and perhaps, your

parents, friends and others in your

world. You have done things most

ordinary mortals have not done. And

even if you have done the more ordinary,

you always put your special spin on it.

Your stamp of uniqueness. As a child you

paid attention to the environment you

were in, and at the same time you looked

for a way out. Meaning whether you were

in a calm or abusive home, you had a

feeling that better existed--a better life,

a better feeling or something where you

could excel and receive what you would

then deserve.

No challenge is too big for you. 
If there is no challenge...
What's the point?
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INTRODUCTION

You may have been so focused on
the end goal, you did not realize
what was happening inside…

You have a story or several. 

Everyone does. 

Most stories were born to protect you from

someone or something that your mind perceived a

threat and others were created from motivation.

For one day pay attention to your stories. Easy to

do, set an alarm on your phone to notice what you

are telling yourself. Notice the context--is it happy

or is it avoiding what is happening right now.

You learn to be numb. 

Numb means intellectualizing everything, so as not to feel any deeply negative emotions.

Numb doesn’t necessarily work, as anxiety always �inds its way in. 

...until, another win happens, or even your �irst big win. Then you felt empty, or listless.

You did not feel like you made it somewhere on the inside even if the outside was �illed

with rewards and accolades. You may have gone from one peak to another, always

achieving but feeling emptier or more numb as time goes on. Wondering what you are

doing wrong or what is missing. It doesn’t make sense. You are successful, so why does

life feel like it does?We often unconsciously live up to someone else’s idea of success and

not our own. It’s not anyone’s fault, it is part of that information we pick up as children.

Do the right thing. Be a good boy or girl (or be the best)...for some it was to grow into

amazing so as to avoid criticism or feel like people can treat you poorly. Problem solving

101 for kids--how to get out of pain and how to avoid situations where you feel inferior.

Quick Tip
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Carli
 She was a pediatrician.

 She had no children of her own.

 She would often ask herself if she was a good enough doctor.

Her focus was on being perfect, not just in diagnosis, but in how she interacted with

patients and sta� alike. Carli was totally checked out of her feelings throughout the day,

she would go through the mechanical motions of her job. Sometimes when she stopped

for a few minutes, other thoughts would creep in. She would think about medical school

bills and want to run screaming, or how she just could not seem to do her billing in a

timely manner. She would feel the shame, and intellectually thought it might be self-

sabotage, but she had other excuses too. In terms of how she was perceived by others, it

was a mixed bag. She had great composure, though some patients thought she was a bit

cold. The sta� thought she was short and withdrawn, not warm or friendly and would

often wonder how she decided to be a pediatrician, they thought couldn’t a better career

have been anesthesiologist?

Carli had a sneaking suspicion that no one felt like

part of her team, but she could not focus on that--

she had to be successful, it was expected by her

parents, relatives and community. Her seemingly

“got it together exterior,” hid the inner turmoil that

she knew was there but often tried to ignore. It

worked well, unless she was dating. She picked

men who had addiction issues or were many years

younger and not so successful. She wanted to �ix

them.
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Carli showed up to do this work, because she feared the other more senior partners in

the pediatric group where she worked had a view of her bad habits and she had gone

through her latest break-up with another doctor who was addicted to ambien. Carli

realized she couldn’t have what she really desired, unless she did something di�erent.

 Carli did not feel successful even though she looked the part.

 Carli showed up to do this work.

If she could �ix someone else maybe she would not feel broken. Dating triggered her

insecurities and drove her anxiety through the roof. 

She could remain numb until something like dating or a critical patient or superior

happened to say something which would take her down the rabbit hole of all of her �aws,

her imperfect ways of living and she would beat herself up and compare how she was in

life to others who appeared more successful. 
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Be honest with yourself. Many successful people push forth in one

area of their life that they feel and believe they can excel in and they

tend to “pooh pooh,” other areas. The truth is you may not feel you

deserve happiness or success in the simple things or in the things you

are too afraid to admit you want. An example is everyone admires

your lifestyle, you enjoy it at times, but often feel empty or bored with

it and feel deeply connected at moments where you think of settling

down. You usually tell yourself a story that minimizes the desire for

getting married, as though it is mundane, threatening or just for

others. In quiet moments you feel like you want that other life, but you

do not even know on a deeper level why you have chosen the life you

have--you do not get that it was for the validation of others.

WHAT DOES THE
PATTERN OF BEING
NUMB LOOK LIKE?

QUICK TIP!

BE HONEST

Most people are not aware they are numb, they mistake it

for I am “okay.” It is to feel disconnected and cut o� from

your emotions and for many of us who have had drama or

trauma in childhood, it can even feel peaceful. It is the

absence of feeling, it can be arrived at in a variety of ways.

There is always a trigger--a situation which may be

happening in real time with another person or a situation

beyond your control. It can also be a trigger based on

something you are thinking about, ruminating on or feel

you need to solve but struggle to �ind the solution.

It was chosen perhaps because it was the right thing to do, or it

would bring you happiness or love, or something that says you

are worth it! Getting married may not intellectually seem that

way, and the idea of it brings up all sorts of scary feelings. It is

easier to stay stuck in the story. It actually is not easier, it makes

your sense of well-being diminish over time as you resist what

you want. BE HONEST The more honest you are rather than

telling a story, the more able you are to change and have what

you fear you cannot have for yourself. Yes, you probably fear it is

not possible for you. The more honest you are with yourself, the

clearer you will be about what you truly want.

NUMBNESS
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Running or avoiding can keep you numb. If I do not have to
experience a certain scenario, then I believe I have control over
what I feel. I may avoid dating, or date and avoid getting close. I
may be in a relationship and avoid confrontation, or
experiencing emotional intimacy or any intimacy. I can run or
avoid because of the stories in my head that give excuses and
reasons as to why I need to jet that have zero to do with what I
really fear. I could be so used to relying on these stories and
reasons that I do not question it and remain on autopilot to try
and maintain the status quo of no feeling inside. 
— Tracy Crossley

Other ways to tell you avoid, one is to pay attention to how when the sh*t hits the fan you

are scrambling mentally to get everything back to where it was so you can go back to

being numb. 

Another way is how long can you stay somewhere when you have the urge to bolt?

Wanting to literally run away when it is not a life-threatening situation is key to

understanding that you are not reacting to what is happening, but what may have

happened in the past. When you shut down all feelings and intellectualize. Imagine your

signi�icant other wants to talk about an ongoing issue, you either �ind it frustrating or as

though they blame you. All feeling is drained from your body and you are in your head

intellectualizing what is happening. You are making them inferior and you superior so

that you feel in control. In this space of “supposed” control, you are superior and feel the

sense of nothing inside of you that is alarming to your well-being. 

Shutting down feelings is a way of suppressing emotion and thinking rather than feeling.

The feelings remain unresolved and ready to be triggered again.
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Carli
 Carli started to pay attention to her desire to be numb, to not have

emotions.

 She realized that she was afraid, ALL THE TIME.

 She looked back on childhood when her overbearing father demanded

perfection from her.

Carli worked hard to get into the top college and medical school. She would overeat and

then over-exercise to get rid of the anxiety and feelings of being inferior because she felt

out of control. Before took new actions in her life, she needed to ensure that someone

would notice and be able to validate her achievement. She could not bear to fail, because

it would be the same shame as not achieving what her dad wanted as a child. She felt on

dates that men expected her to have it together, to be tough and knowledgeable, she

never thought about being warm and open. She did not know how since she had never

learned from her childhood models. Going on dates meant to be emotionally numb for

Carli, this way she would not get attached and could be distant enough to control her

emotions.

This worked until she would meet a guy who seemed to

speak her language intellectually and she felt she had

known him her whole life. It was dif�icult for her to stop

herself from getting attached to the idea of an “us,” even if

he showed little interest after the date in getting together.

As we worked together Carli realized unavailable men

reminded her of dad, but that she also craved their

attention and approval. Men who liked her, she was not

interested in and this became a central focus on our

work. Getting Carli to stop the patterns keeping her

miserable and safe in her personal life started with

changing the patterns of becoming numb out of habit.
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No child likes to feel unpleasant

emotions or pain. It was how you

coped; it was a strategy that became

your go-to reaction. A go-to reaction is

on autopilot, so when you are

triggered, you automatically head in

this direction. As stated previously, the

strategies are temporary in how they

succeed, but it does not stop you from

trying over and over again. If

numbness is the goal because you

believe it is “peace,” you will have a very

limited view of what is possible for you

in terms of actions to take when

triggered. That is why to disconnect

emotionally is on autopilot, the

unquestioned results of the strategies

to stay numb may have you believing

you can control how others view you. 

The idea that we have any control over how others perceive us, love us or don’t like us is just not true.

Even though it may have been shown to you that this does not work, you may keep trying to remain in

control of the perception of others. Being numb brings up the lack of trust you have of your own ability

to emotionally regulate. This lack of trust also comingles with emotional intelligence (EQ). Emotional

intelligence is the ability to perceive, use, understand and manage your emotions. Emotional regulation

is the ability to manage or control your emotional state. If you do not trust you can handle your own

emotions, you will choose the road to being numb rather than the road to EQ. You may purposely try to

avoid triggers that position you to possibly lose your sh*t, or to take you out of a numb space, because

you fear you cannot manage your feelings.

As a child you learned the di�erent techniques to being numb.

Fear is a driver for numbness, especially when shame is a
feeling you try to avoid at all costs. You may fear your

reactions or how you feel about your reactions will come in
the form of shame.
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Often though, it is shame that can be triggered causing your reaction. You may feel out

of control or wanting to jump down a hole, it is a feeling that is cringeworthy and has

most people hoping they can just disappear in that moment. Shame can be

stigmatizing or keep you trying to prove yourself worthy, many negative emotions are

suppressed and this is one of them. To be numb is preferred to feeling the tentacles of

shame. 

We work hard to hold onto things, people, ideas, respect, love and a sense of identity.

It can be dif�icult to remain numb when faced with loss. In fact, the very idea of true

change is scary because loss always accompanies any change humans experience.

True change as a form of loss is about the unknown, what will I have to leave behind to

get to the next level? Being numb is familiar, it is known. Loss is also familiar and

known when it comes to experiences throughout life. The sad part is that you may not

see how you perpetuate a cycle of loss and numbness as a way to live by the choices

you make. 

Loss is a major fear in human beings, we will do almost
anything we can to avert loss.

Being numb is not just about avoiding
confrontation as mentioned earlier.
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Being numb is about the:

AND

...someone wants to have a serious

conversation you fear will be emotional, so

you are funny, or you change the subject, or

you strategically attack the other person. The

point is to do whatever it takes to remain

numb and not experience being out of

control again or losing, or even receiving. It is

hard for people who are used to being numb

on the inside to receive from others. Even

though you work for extrinsic motivation you

are not necessarily comfortable with people

valuing you for you. You might be okay with

them valuing your actions, gifts or words, but

for them to think you are great just because

you breathe? That takes a lot of work to feel

those uncomfortable feelings, so you would

prefer to give and be numb, or even believe

people owe you and that way you in your

mind ensure you are numb. Keeping the

focus o� you at all costs is key to being numb,

even though you want some form of

validation, you do not want too much. 

BAIT
You do not want people to have expectations of

you that you cannot live up to. You want to have

control over that in a major way. If you remain

under the radar and independent there is a

feeling of freedom, even if you over-perform.

You believe that you have control of this, again

because you believe you control how people see

you. The truth is you want the spotlight, but you

do not want all that comes with it and so the

focus with all the responsibilities that come with

it may have you anxious. It is why the desire to be

numb is key. Rescuing and �ixing others is an

awesome accompaniment to numbness, it

keeps you so disconnected from yourself that

the lives of others are actually more important

than your own. Being numb requires you to

have a form of connection that is actually a

disconnect from your true self. You may think

your altruistic tendencies make you feel okay,

but if you do not give that attention to yourself as

well and feel anything but nothing….then you are

doing it to remain numb.  

SWITCHSWITCHSWITCH
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SWITCHSWITCH

Numbness

is tiring,

you

expend a

lot of

energy

not just on

the

strategies

but on the

lifestyle

too.

Being numb equals being

exhausted, checked out and

missing out on life even though

you physically show up to live it!

The desire to be superhuman! Yes, you are a
wonder man or wonder woman, no one
but you can do it! 

Do not delegate and make sure you get

recognition, but remain a moving

target so that the focus does not

remain on you. 

You may fear

losing respect or

faith if you receive

too many

accolades.

On the other

hand, being

superhuman in

your mind keeps

you above the

fray of criticism.

You are the only one! 

Putting up with all sorts of situations where

normal humans fail or being stoic when it

seems a normal person could not run the

100 mile race, you can and you think it

gives you value to yourself.

By avoiding

criticism and

having to do

super human

activities you

can remain

numb.
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By avoiding

criticism and

having to do

super human

activities you

can remain

numb.

SWITCHSWITCH

You will be

focusing on

di�erent

strategies to get

you back to

numbness,

because feeling

these sorts of

feelings are

draining and you

believe there is a

logical answer for

everything, so this

should work too.

You are the only one! 

Always remaining focused on a

problem and trying to come up with a

solution is a precarious position.

It never alleviates the

feelings and again, may

get you to numb but you

cannot remain there

permanently.

Unfortunately, when the

trigger is out of the bag

you tend to go from

reacting to ruminating on

situations that drive you

crazy, either through your

action or others.

Breaking this cycle is

key to emotional well-

being, happy

relationships, feeling in

control of your

emotions and feeling

inner peace no matter

what is going on in

your life.

What is the feeling you cannot escape? 
Loneliness, isolation, disconnection, depression, emotional
burnout, anger, frustration, anxiety, and so on. Even if you
“numb out,” these are the feelings waiting for you when you
go to sleep, wake up and at moments when you are triggered.

Those times of day are where you are either tired or your
defenses may be down. You do not want them creeping in to

ruin your day or your night.
— Tracy Crossley
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At this stage just shifting your focus to being

aware of what is actually happening inside of

your reaction to a trigger is a huge hurdle, this

starts to break the pattern.

2nd
step

When you are triggered by something, become

aware of what the reaction is that you have to the

trigger. Answer the questions: How do you react?

Do you get angry and lose all sense of time and

place? Do you withdraw and feel the walls closing

in? Do you feel a shock of shame and react in a

defensive manner? There are a variety of ways you

can react—even quietly, numbing out as though

nothing is happening to you.

1st
step

become
aware

Answer the question: Now that you are

aware you have triggers; what are your

triggers? Write them down to track them.

Where do you begin to break the cycle?
Start here with making yourself the focal point. 

Awareness. 

Self-awareness to be speci�ic. Everything begins with

awareness, if you do not know what happens inside of

you then you cannot do anything about your

circumstances. Becoming aware of your triggers is key.

You may not be able to have awareness right o� the bat,

because you are busy reacting to the trigger. It will take a

few times, but just paying attention to where your focus

goes will and the mental, physical and emotional

responses coming out of autopilot makes a di�erence.

AWARENESS
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Unless you had a life-threatening incident happening

right now. It is never from the actual circumstances of

the moment. It is why many of us have inappropriate

responses to current events. To feel actual motivation

rather than a reaction that is on autopilot is a deeper

level of feeling. Many people have trouble doing this on

their own. For the purpose of this process in moving out

of being numb and becoming present, we are staying at

the bene�it of step one in how to feel your feelings. 

notice 
You can handle it, even though the impetus may be to go

numb, as the �ight or �ight takes over. Ride the feeling the

shorter it will be in the future. If you �ind you are able to do it

for a few minutes and it is too dif�icult, then try again next

time you are triggered, each time you can do it allows you to

interrupt the pattern. By feeling it, you will have other clues

as to where your reaction stems from, it is always located in

the past. Do you withdraw and feel the walls closing in? Do

you feel a shock of shame and react in a defensive manner?

There are a variety of ways you can react—even quietly,

numbing out as though nothing is happening to you.

focus 

feel it

Feel it. The key to feeling it is to put your focus on

your body. Put your inwards, not on anything outside

of you. Plant both feet on the ground when triggered,

don’t move—JUST FEEL IT. It may feel like waves

passing through you. It is best if you can focus on

tightness or pain in your body—stay with the

reaction. 

Next Steps:
Feeling it. Now, what if you became aware of what triggered you and

witnessed your response? This observation is showing you

something about yourself. You are now moving into more awareness

and closer to being emotionally aware of what is happening inside of

you to create a reaction. Many times, a reaction comes from how you

believe or need things outside of you to be. The reaction can be from

not accepting things as they are in reality, but you have no control to

change it or make it di�erent. It can have you in your head thinking

rather than feeling. This is where many of us go “numb,” because we

are so focused on keeping things under control aka not feeling what

is happening that we do not realize it. Not feeling things has been a

lifelong thing.

Feeling
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Being emotional present includes the openness to be

present to what is happening right now without attaching

to an outcome. Most of the time people tend to say or do

things based on what they perceive an outcome or results

to be. This is not genuine and does not alleviate any heavy

feelings or bring you closer to regulating your emotions

and stopping numbness from taking over. To be open is to

be without a story in your mind about what you think is

occurring, in other no judgment. Iit is to allow things to

unfold naturally without trying to control the situation. In

letting go of trying to steer a conversation or thought to

familiar territory, you are in an uncomfortable position. It

is a powerful position to let go, to be emotionally present

and it is the only way you can experience the present

moment. Otherwise, you are elsewhere and if you are not

here nothing changes.You are continuing to be numb to

what is transpiring right now. 

be aware 

remain
open 

Staying in the moment with your feelings while remaining

open requires emotional presence. Emotional presence

means allowing yourself to feel in the moment, being here

and aware of what is going on and not suppressing

them.This is a form of emotional regulation. Awareness is a

must, or you will miss the opportunity to bring all

components together. Emotional presence is the ability to

stay in the moment you are physically in, not in the past or

future, but here. In a triggered moment, we usually head to

the past �irst, since we are reacting to something which

already happened. To bring yourself here, it is to combine

awareness of what is happening now and feel it, while not

numbing yourself. Be easy on yourself, no need to be an

overachiever, as that will hold you back. It is not the

mentality of achieving necessary, it is the ability to have the

courage to surrender to the moment.

Stay in 
the moment

Emotional Presence
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“I can’t date someone from a certain location”; “I will only date on Thursdays between the

hours of 5-8pm and after that I am out!” “He or she will have to show their interest before I

trust them or show mine.” These numbing out words do you no favors. You could change it to

“He or she will NOT have to show their interest before I trust them or show mine.” How scary

is that? It makes you feel. It stops you from being numb and feels risky. It is risky, because it is

outside of what you normally do and that means you are changing. Pay attention to the words

in your head when focusing on an area you feel you have no luck in changing your

circumstances. 

Look for the rules that keep you stuck in

being numb. You can catch your rules by

listening to your self-talk. Your rules support

negative beliefs, in fact they work toward

providing evidence that they are true. In

putting all your energy and effort into what

you intuitively know you can be successful

at, I guarantee you have a ton of rules about

what you can’t have (which may be what you

really want for yourself). 

If you fear being alone or

that you can never have

a partner who loves you

for you, look at the rules

that support that belief.

Words like can, can’t,

should, shouldn’t, will,

won’t, have, have not

and so on are always in

a rule.

Quick Tip
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In fact, you will see it makes you open in more

situations than just this one where you had

previously been numb or highly reactive. You

now have started developing a muscle of true

con�idence, value and empowerment. You are

not acting against anyone or as a victim to the

situation, in fact you have taken full

responsibility for your choice in being there. To

take ERA it is a risk, as you may lose what you

felt you could not do without even if it was

toxic. If you �ind yourself there the key is to not

scramble to get everything back to the familiar.

It is to allow, to accept and emotionally let go of

the desire that is motivated extrinsically to try

to change things back to the familiar. Many

people do this unconsciously and do not realize

their actions are not ERA, but empty, because

the goal is normalcy. This is the most rewarding

space to live in and to continue to up-level and

have the life you want.

Emotionally Risky Action (ERA)—is de�ined as taking

a risk which has the power to make you feel

emotionally uncomfortable or even out of control. It

means you have no idea what the outcome will be,

but the action is meaningful to you. You are

matching your words, actions and motivation. As

you take the ERA, your willingness to accept the

discomfort w/change, feel your feelings and not self-

abandon while staying open to consequences will

change your life. To change a pattern on the spot--

the awareness, feeling, presence and action need to

line up in that moment. This can happen when you

have been applying awareness to your reactions

from the triggers creating it….the more aware you

are the easier it is to go into the feeling, be present

emotionally in the moment and even take an action

which may feel counter-intuitive. You �ind once you

get through the discomfort of making this choice

and following it with action that you are no longer a

prisoner of the situation.

risky Emotionally
action
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This is the most rewarding space to live in and to

continue to up-level and have the life you want. 

Doing this on your own is a tough nut to crack!

We highly recommend reaching out to

happiness@tracycrossley.com so that you make

the change you are wanting to make. 

The patterns to be broken of how your fearful

beliefs operate will need to be addressed and

challenged. You can FEEL amazing and rock this

life in a whole di�erent way!! Having help to

transform from numb to emotionally intelligent

is a big step.

With a person who can see inside of you because

they know what negative beliefs, and their

unconscious patterns are--it will heighten and

quicken your transformation. They know what to

look for and can give you guidance. The help we

o�er is to people who are ready to make this

change, please contact us if that is you and if not,

please check out my free podcast.

— Tracy Crossley 

Usually, you will need help to work on the fear

that holds you back. Yes, fear. Fear is what stands

in the way in many of its disguises. 
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Carli
 Carli started to date Thom. He is an accountant. He is consistent and has

no problem sharing how he feels or what he wants.

 Carli �inds this con�idence exciting.

 In the past, she would have run from it. Now she found herself oddly

curious.

Her work with me helped her to stop

the “over indulging,” in her life. She

started to feel more valued internally,

which had her standing for herself

more and gaining respect from

others where she had not in the past.

Her relationship with her parents

was changing too. She no longer felt

compelled to perform or to hide out,

she was honest and did not let their

reactions bother her. This was a big

step. Her internal well-being felt a lot

more relaxed because she would ask

for help when needed or she would

communicate authentically and

people felt closer to her--she was

warmer. She was not awkward in

certain citations anymore, because

she trusted she would be okay. She

feels happier and realizes all the time

she spent being numb is not how she

wanted to spend the rest of her life,

as it felt like lost years to her.
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Remain successful, while being open, connected and ful�illed!

Numb Will Keep You Ruminating; Never
a Winner

This is the riskiest and most rewarding work

you will ever do; it is the way to win in life

from the inside out. You can have all the

riches in the world, but until you overcome

your inner state of lack nothing will change.

You do this work, and you will break your

pattern of being numb. Emotional well-

being, ful�illment, deep connection and

happiness will be your everyday state.




